The American International School of
Jeddah
December 3, 2020

Dear Parents, Students, and Friends of AISJ,
AISJ is busy preparing for the new year with a revised COVID
opening guide Although we still have not heard from the
ministry of education, we are making plans to have students
(hopefully) return after the new year. In the guide, you will nd
information about safety measures, health protocols, and
decision-making trees. Above all, we want to put the safety of
the students at the top of our priority list. As we nalize the
guide and send it to you next week, please reach out with any
areas of concern so that we might include them in this
important book.
Don't forget that on December 12 we will have an opportunity
for you to support local businesses through a bazaar at AISJ.
We hopefully will be in the open air as we meet on the eld.
However, if the weather turns bad, we will relocate to the
gym.

Looking Forward,
Robert S. Jackson
Virtual O ce Hours - each workday at 2:30 here. Due to C19, it
is hard to get into to see one another. That is why I have virtual
open-door o ce hours every workday. Just click on the link to
join.

Dates to Remember
December 12: Holiday Bazaar
December 17: Last Day of School
December 18: First Day of Winter Break

2020-21 Calendar

Over 20 vendors have registered! We hope to see you there!
More information will be announced soon.

Learning Highlights
Caitlin Fortescue, KG-C
In KGC, our students have been hard at work in their writing.
Learning what letters are, that they have distinct sounds, and
that the marks we make on paper represent these letters and
sounds are crucial leaps in their learning. I am so proud of
KGC's brave spellers!

'Tis the season to have fun.
The countdown to Winter Break has begun!

Click above for the 12 Days of Fun schedule!

From the ES Library
Be sure to visit the Elementary School Virtual
Learning Commons and browse through a variety of different

resources that have been chosen for students in all ES grade
levels.
PK - Grade 1 parents can click here to create an account and
reserve books for their children.

Learning Highlights
Ryan Brown, MS/HS Computer Science
In our Computer Science classes, we have been wrapping up
our Digital Skills Unit that can be applied to other classes and
life. Even though students have been “stuck at home” for
some time, we were able to use our knowledge to travel the
world. Students were asked to either share a place they would
love to visit once traveling becomes “easy” again or a place
that they are studying about they wanted to explore.

Click here to watch the students present their travel tours.

Middle School Updates
Grade 6 is learning that substances are made from different
types of atoms, which combine with one another in various
ways. Atoms form molecules that range in size from two to
thousands of atoms. Students were given a task to develop
models to describe the atomic composition of simple
molecules and extended structures and explain their
structures with a video.
Students also showed how they can differentiate between
physical and chemical changes and they designed their own
labs to explain that difference.

Physical versus chemical changes
(Berk Kurt)
Physical versus chemical changes
(Yousef Naqeeb)
Giant Atomic structures (Omar Soliman)

The presentation slides from this week's Middle School
Assembly will be available before the end of the week on the
Falcons Den Website. I would like to congratulate all those
who were acknowledged for making the High Honor and
Honor Roll for quarter 1.
Certi cates are currently being printed, we will inform you
once they are ready for pick up.

Learning Highlights
Karen Sasse, 4D
November was an opportune time for 4D to count their
blessings. Each morning, 4D students would share a brief
example from the previous day telling what they were thankful
for. In the past, I'd never had students be thankful for masks,
but we all agreed that these were something that deserved
recognition this year. Our list continues to grow.
One of my favorite moments of Thanksgiving was when I was
teaching from campus with the other grade 4 teachers. Not
only did my students enjoy a tour of our classrooms and their
former classrooms, but they were tickled to virtually "greet" the
other grade 4 classes. It was a highlight for me to see their
faces light up when they glimpsed the world once so familiar
to them.

High School Updates

Students can now request and reserve books from the Library!
Watch this video for a Tutorial on the check-out process.

HS Counselor Corner
Kerry Mahoney
There are many, many lessons that students learn (and need to
learn) at school that are not speci cally found in curriculum guides.
One lesson is thus: our bodies were designed to receive adequate
nutrition, sleep, and exercise. Falter on any one of these facets of
health and the price tag will show up shortly. Disregard more than
one – or all three – and you get sick, your energy will lag, and your
grades inevitably drop. How do you make your way successfully as
the semester grinds onward? Get back to the basics. Set a proper
bedtime and keep it. Eat at regular intervals with healthy food
choices. Go for a walk or do something to get your heart rate up
several times a week... by making these basic choices, every
student gives themselves optimal opportunities to succeed despite
the rising expectations. This isn't rocket science, right? You reap
what you sow. Wise choices bear good fruit. Poor choices bear
unhealthy and unwanted fruit. Have a great nal two weeks going
into the break, and stay well. :)

Learning Highlights
Aaron D'Albey, 5D
As we begin the second trimester in 5th grade science we are
studying the basics of astronomy beginning with foundational
facts like the Earth is round, days and nights are caused by the
Earth's rotation, the seasons are caused by the Earth's 23.4
degree tilt, and the Earth and other planets revolve around the
Sun. The students are also learning about in uential scientists
like the Greek mathematician and astronomer Eratothsenes
who calculated the circumference of the Earth 1700 years
before the age of explorers using shadows cast during the
summer solstice in the Egyptian cities of Alexandria and
Syrene. To explore the Earth's rotation we are currently
building sundials to observe and measure the direction and
length of shadows. This lab challenges the students to use a
compass and measure accurately with a ruler and then take
their ndings and make predictions. In the coming weeks we
are looking forward to studying how the seasons and Zodiacal
constellations change based on Earth's location during the
course of a year.

Learning Highlights
Richard Mendes De Sá, HS Social Studies
Students in Ancient World History are learning about early
civilizations and how advances in agricultural technology led
to the establishment of some early empires. Students spent
two weeks researching the Athenian Empire, Han Dynasty &
the Roman Empire to name a few. As they journeyed through

their independent research, they were able to identify key
dates and events that led to the rise and fall of these early
civilizations. Each student then designed an interactive
presentation to showcase their research ndings.

Learning Highlights
Brandon Witt, MS Math
In 6th grade math, we have been transitioning from ratios and
rates to percents. Many of the concepts of equivalent ratios
can be used to help solve percent problems. We have been
nding a part, a whole, and a percent using different strategies
like tables, tape diagrams, multiplying fractions, and more.
Students discover which approach works best for them; some
even create strategies of their own.

Learning Highlights
Youcef Chekiri, HS PE
HS PE students have been busy exploring aquatics and dryland training, as well as kettlebell training. Students who opted
to attend class on campus received world-class feedback on
how to improve their swimming technique from our swim
Coach, Mazin Aljehni. Those who preferred virtual training
continued their tness journeys with intense dry-land
workouts over Zoom. Following our swim unit, students
embarked on our kettlebell unit using real and makeshift
weights! Despite our situation, PE continues to bring smiles
(and the occasional grimace) to all of our faces.

Recycling at AISJ
Bring your recyclables to AISJ. We have a paper and plastic
recycling bin in front of the main doors for parents and
students to drop off their recyclables from home. We ask that
you remove water bottle lids and be sure bottles are empty
before being recycled. Watch this video for guidelines for what
can and can't be recycled.

Learning Highlights
Adil Khan, MS/HS Islamic Studies

Islamic Studies HSB-1 class collaborating & sharing their
personal understanding of being involved in charitable acts &
their overall bene ts on the society as a whole.

AISJ Spirit Store
Visit the AISJ Spirit Store at school or online. Order online. Pay
and collect your items at school on Tuesdays!
Debit card payments only, please.

Learning Highlights
Rodal Ajami, MS Art

MS Art students are currently learning about modern art
movements. They are working on their assignment, creating a
triptych of the same subject/object in three different ways
based on three modern art movements: impressionism,
expressionism, and cubism.

Temperature Check Guidelines when Entering the
Campus

Learning Highlights
Nancy Nasser, EdTech Specialist
As early as pre-schoolers, we strive to tap on students’ digital
skills empowering them to be creators of content rather than
consumers of knowledge. This month, I would like to highlight
our pre-schoolers use of technology:
In the Pre-K3 class - Five Senses Retelling: In a simple yet
meaningful activity, Pre-K3 students were asked to retell their
ve senses song with the option of making audio with their
favorite stuffed animal or toy. This activity allows even the

most reluctant speakers to practice their retelling skills and
encourages creative expression from learners who don’t really
like to talk in class. Using such tools opens up a huge range of
additional creative avenues and allows for differentiation.
In the Pre-K4 class - My Big Book of Emotions: This project’s
goal is to help early learners identify feelings and present their
social-emotional knowledge in various modalities using
technology. Using the app book creator, PK-4 students are
creating pages to represent and show each of their emotions
and what they know about them. The nal step in the project
is to publish their books online (with restricted access) or on
the iBook store. For early learners, authoring and publishing a
digital book allows the coming together of skills they are
learning in English, art, and digital skills, providing endless
opportunities for imagination and creativity and allowing them
to thrive in an increasingly digital world.

Learning Highlights
Zainab Ahmed
Our Lower Elementary students have been learning about
different types of lines. They have been creating artwork
incorporating the different line styles.

Learning Highlights
Hala Marouf, HS Science/STEAM
STEAM class was in full action this week. Students designed,
sketched and built their air-powered cars. The project was
purposefully designed to check for consistency in
performance and to help the students gure out ways to
modify their car to travel the furthest distance inside the
assigned trajectory. The hallway outside the science classes
was dynamically occupied with problem solving minds
competing for the best sail- car design or as one student
named it: "CAIR" ! At the end of the face to face sessions all
those young potential engineers were announced winners.

The Uniform Shop is open from 8-11 AM.
Closed on Tuesday.

Supply Pickup
Supply Pickup will continue on an as-needed basis. Classroom
teachers will contact the students ahead of time and label
any items to be taken home. If you are not contacted by the
classroom teacher, your child does not have supplies to pick
up.
No students will be allowed on campus.
Families can stop by campus any day of week, except for
Tuesday.
Library carts will be placed in the middle of the main
entrance. Returned books and school items should be placed
here upon entering the building.

Family Car Sticker Request

Student COVID-19 Decision Tree

Parents Web Help Video

Special Offer from Cure Care Clinic
Cure Care Clinic cares about the modern families mental and
physical health. Unlike other clinics, Cure Care cooperates with
the most distinguished consultants, doctors, and therapists to
provide the best practice and compassionate care in a relaxed
environment.
What Services does Cure Care offer?
- Mental health services
- Women's health
- Sleep disorders and pulmonology

- Dental
- Pediatrics
- Neurology
Special Offer for AISJ Community
Cure Care is offering a 20% discount for the rst visit and a
10% lifetime discount on all the specialties medical
examination to all AISJ community members. In order to
redeem this offer, present your AISJ Student, Parent, or Staff
ID to the Cure Care reception before the payment.

Special Offer Terms & Conditions

Visit the Cure Care website or Instagram for more
information.
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